
The Road Less Travelled

Tune bottom E string to D.

D     =   000232                         G     =   x20003

A     =   x02220                         Bm    =   x24432

D
INTRO

D
There's a road,

A winding road that never ends.

Full of curves,

Lessons learned at every bend.
G
Goin's rough,
                        D
Unlike the straight and narrow.

D
It's for those,

Those who go against the grain.

Have no fear,

Dare to dream of a change.
G
Live to march,
                           D
To the beat of a different drummer.
       G
And it all might come together,

And it all might come unravelled,
                   D
On the road less travelled.

        A                         G
For the road less travelled ain't for the faint of heart,
A                                    G
Those who choose to play it safe and never stray too far.
A                            G
Me, I wanna live my life and one day leave my mark,

And it all might come together,

And it all might come unravelled,
                   D
On the road less travelled.
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I've chosen a pathway I may not endure.
Bm              A        G             A
One thing's for certain, nothing's for sure.
       G
And it all might come together,

Or it all might come unravelled,
                 D
On the road less travelled.

        A                         G
For the road less travelled ain't for the faint of heart,
A                                    G
Those who choose to play it safe and never stray too far.
A                            G
Me, I wanna live my life and some day leave my mark,

And it all might come together,

And it all might come unravelled,
                   D
On the road less travelled.
       G
And it all might come together,

Or it all might come unravelled,
                   D
On the road less travelled.

There's a road, a winding road that never ends....

PICKING PATTERN FOR D CHORD  (repeat as necessary)

  strum
E----------------------------------------|
B--3------------3-------------3----------|
G--2--------0h2-----------0h2---2-0------|
D--0-------0---0--0--0---0---0-----4-0---|
A--0-------------------------------------|
E--0-------------0--0---0------0---------|

PICKING PATTERN FOR G CHORD  (repeat as necessary)

  strum             strum
E--3-----------------3------------------|
B--0-----------------0------------------|
G--0-----------------0------------------|
D--0------4-0--0-0---0-------4-0--0-0---|
A--2------------2----2-------------2----|
E---------------------------------------|
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